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1. Introduction. -Phonon echoes in piezoelectric powders present very peculiar features when the particles of the powder are at the mechanical resonance, i.e. when their size is typically equal to one acoustical half-wavelength at the frequency of the experiment. The most striking result concerns the relaxation time Tl of the stimulated echo. This echo is obtained when two electromagnetic pulses (at times 0 and r) create a frozen state which can reradiate an echo at time T + r when it is excited by a third pulse (at time T). The time Tl may be as long as months [1] [2] [3] .
Melcher and Shiren (M.S.) f2] have tried to specify the nature of the frozen and therefore to explain its very long lifetime. They assume that the frozen state is obtained from the initial state by a rotation through an angle specific for every particle. The first pulse excites in all the particles an elastic dipolar moment and an associated (via piezoelectricity) electric dipolar moment. In the electric field of the second pulse this electric moment gives rise to a torque which rotates the particle with an angle depending on the amplitude of the two pulses, the delay r, the frequency, etc...
The stored information are contained in the set of angles of all the particles. The third pulse re-excites (*) Associated with the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique. them and they radiate electromagnetic fields, whose resultant keeps the memory of the first two pulses having produced the rotations. The sum of all the elementary fields is zero except at the time r after the stimulating pulse : it is the T + r echo. It is quite clear that if the powder is shaken, the orientation is destroyed and the stimulated echo must disappear.
Recently a Russian group has published a result obtained on KBr03 powder [4] which is very surprising in the context of the M. S. theory. After the information is recorded, if the powder is passed through a sieve, the stimulated echo persists with a loss of a factor 7. These authors tentatively propose an explanation based on memorization by defects (dislocations).
In this paper we report on stimulated echo experiments done on quartz powder (sand 
